SUOMEN BRIDGELIITTO – FINLANDS BRIDGEFÖRBUND RY
Processing of personal data by the Bridge-55
The Bridge-55 ry (B-55) is part of the Finnish Bridge Association (SBL), which is Bridge central federation in
Finland. B-55 organizes club competitions. For organizing competitions and producing and publishing
results, B-55 collects personal information.
Bridge competition is a paid service. Participation forms are a contract between the participant and the B55. B-55 collects personal details when registering. B-55 enriches this information on the basis of game
events and produces the results on these basis. The competition results will be published. Successful
people in a club competition get points (winning points). The B-55 annually delivers to SBL a list of players
and their winning points. This information is added to the SBL MP register.
Multiple key figures are calculated from the MP register. The MP register and the calculated figures are
published several times a year.
Both the competition results and the MP record and the calculated figures can be published on any media,
local journals, national magazines, Bridge-Magazine, bridge club web site and SBL web site.
The name, club membership and the member number are collected for the competition. For the contest
results, the participant information can be used to include information about competitions, the results of
the played divisions, the ranking in the competition, the winning points or the master scores (MP).
Responsibility of the processing of data in B-55 in the bridge competitions is on the competition director.
The competition results and the MP record document the SBL competition history. Data will never be
deleted.

The person has the following rights regarding the processing of personal data relating to competition:
1) A person has the right to ask for information about himself. These must be submitted within 30 days
upon request.
2) A person has the right to request the updating of incorrect information.
3) A person has the right to request the removal of his or her data if the person has not registered or
participated in the bridges competition.
4) A person has the right to appeal to the Authority if he or she finds that his or her rights have been
violated.
Helsinki, 24 May 2018
BRIDGE-55 ry

If the English translation has differences to the Finnish version, then the Finnish version resolves.
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